Scott D. Sommerfeldt has accepted an appointment by Academic Vice President John S. Tanner as dean in the College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences at Brigham Young University effective July 1, 2007. He replaces Earl M. Woolley who retired on July 1st.

Introduced to acoustics by his clarinet teacher in high school, Sommerfeldt completed a bachelor’s degree in music education and a master’s degree in physics at BYU. In 1989, he completed his graduate study at Penn State University where he received his PhD in acoustics. Following his graduation, he accepted a Penn State University faculty position, which he held for six years. He joined the BYU Department of Physics and Astronomy in 1995 focusing in the area of acoustics with much of his research centered on the study of active noise control.

Sommerfeldt and his fellow researchers from General Electric’s Aircraft Engine business unit and Hersch Acoustical Engineering received the “Turning Goals into Reality” award from NASA in 1999. In 2002, he was elected a Fellow of the Acoustical Society of America, and in 2004 received the Martin Hirschorn Prize, along with Kent Gee, from the Institute of Noise Control Engineering.

He has published over 60 technical papers and has received funding for his research from both industry and government agencies. Dr. Sommerfeldt has served on the Technical Council of the Acoustical Society of America and on the board of directors of the Institute of Noise Control Engineering. He has served as chair of the BYU Physics and Astronomy department since June 2003.

In addition, associate deans Dana T. Griffen of the Geological Sciences faculty and Thomas W. Sederberg of the Computer Science faculty will continue their service as associate deans.

Dr. Gilbert Fellingham Wins Election

As a result of the 2007 American Statistical Association Election, Dr. Gilbert Fellingham, from the Department of Statistics, has been named Chair-Elect of the Section on Statistics in Sports (SIS) and will function as Chair in 2008 at the meetings held in Denver, Colorado.
Thursday, July 19
CS Annual Games and Grub Summer Social for CS graduates, alumni, faculty and families at locations around Provo. Followed by a barbecue at South Fork Park in Provo.

Thursday, August 16
4pm, August University Commencement.

Friday, August 17
8am, College Convocation, WSC ballroom

August 21– August 24
Education Week

May/June External Grants Awarded to Faculty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Faculty</th>
<th>Project Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry/Biochemistry</td>
<td>Milton Lee</td>
<td>Portable GC-MS System Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry/Biochemistry</td>
<td>Milton Lee</td>
<td>Chemical &amp; Biological Agent Detector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry/Biochemistry</td>
<td>Brian Woodfield</td>
<td>NIST Summer Research Program (Gaithersburg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry/Biochemistry</td>
<td>Brian Woodfield</td>
<td>Energetics of Nanomaterials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geological Sciences</td>
<td>Rodney Scheetz</td>
<td>Construction of collection Storage Cabinets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics and Astronomy</td>
<td>Stephen Turley</td>
<td>REU: Physics Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics and Astronomy</td>
<td>Scott Bergeson</td>
<td>Non-equilibrium Dynamics of Ultracold Neutral Plasmas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BYU students to compete in Mars rover event in southern Utah desert

A group of BYU students competed last month with their prototype of the next generation of Mars rovers – the kind designed to support human expeditions to our neighboring planet.

The Mars Society is hosting the first-ever “University Rover Challenge” June 1 -2 at the Mars Desert Research Station near Hanksville, Utah. The BYU rover will go up against vehicles from Penn State, UCLA, Nevada–Reno and Ferris State.

During two events, the BYU driver guided the rover to remote sites with the aid of 3-D goggles that receive a video feed from twin cameras mounted atop the vehicle. In the scientific task, the BYU team surveyed an area for signs of life using the cameras and the rover’s mechanical arm.

For the engineering task, the team dispatched the rover to a second area and deployed a radio repeater. Teams earned points if they selected a good location, successfully set up the device, and returned the rover to the finish gate.

The team with the best overall performance won a trip to the 10th Annual International Mars Society Convention in September at UCLA. At the convention, the winners will be awarded a $5,000 prize.

BYU junior Carlos Pozo, a mechanical engineering student from Bolivia, has his eyes on a bigger prize: a career designing unmanned vehicles. Pozo’s technical role on the project is the rover’s arm, but he says working with a cross-functional team has been the most rewarding part of the experience. Other team members came from a variety of disciplines, including electrical engineering, computer science, and geology.

The project began last fall when Professor David Allred shared an announcement about the contest in his physics class. Since then he has advised the students on the project and helped them line up sponsorship. Allred is impressed with the rover’s lightweight design.

The students considered what features would be valuable for both the upcoming contest as well as an actual Mars expedition. For example, the breathable canvas cover helped the internal system keep cool in the southern Utah heat and also protected sensitive parts from the blowing sands of Mars. With cargo space limited on a Mars voyage, the students came up with a design that packs up neatly and requires few spare parts.
Preparing Teachers: Prime Mover, Robert Clark

It was 1969, and physicists with newly minted Ph.D.s were allegedly driving taxis because they couldn’t find academic positions. So BYU physicist Robert Bent Clark, then a junior faculty member at the University of Texas, decided to expand young physicists’ career choices. He scoured the country and came up with 75 job openings for high school science teachers. Then he posted those openings—at the job fair—more than the total from academia—at the next meeting of the American Physical Society in a performance that elicited gasps from older members but heartfelt thanks from the ranks of his unemployed colleagues.

The effort also launched Clark, a particle theorist, on a parallel 30-plus-year career in physics education that would include the presidency of the American Association of Physics Teachers.

The avuncular Clark has never worried about going against the grain: At Yale, where he earned his undergraduate and graduate degrees, he chuckles that "I was known as the married Mormon football player." And when a faculty opening in 2000 gave him and his wife a chance to return to Utah, Clark says that "I think they were expecting to hire someone right out of grad school. But they went with a graybeard."

His colleagues say Clark is the tinder that has rekindled the university’s commitment to preparing physics teachers. And when the education department handed over its slot to the College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences, Clark called up Merrell and twisted his arm to apply.

Tolley, who is an actuary, fed economic and demographic data from prior national surveys and studies into a mathematical model to predict the state of the future U.S. economy. They found that the optimal level of research investment is 12.8 percent of gross domestic product, equal to $1.6 trillion yearly. Current funding for organizations such as the National Institutes of Health is about one-third of the optimum.

According to the authors, additional investments in research would yield discoveries that increase both life expectancy and the length of time workers remain active. The resulting economic boost would generate new tax revenue and savings in rate of increase in Medicare payments that will more than cover a doubling of the biomedical research at the National Institutes of Health and the National Science Foundation from 2009 to 2014.

"Many people feel that the rapid increase in technology is one of the main reasons health care costs have increased," Tolley said. "Although none of us would like to return to the level of medicine practiced even 20 years ago, we are frustrated with the high cost of health care. This research shows that medical technology is also increasing the wealth of the nation."

The baby boomer generation is driving up the average age in the U.S., but the workforce is aging at an even faster rate as young people enter the workforce later in life. To maintain growth in a more competitive global economy, U.S. workers will need to remain productive well beyond the age of 65.

"One of the key deterrents to working past retirement age has been the health of the individual," Tolley said. "Technological advances are reducing this problem. As a result, seasoned, skilled, and technical individuals can now remain in the workforce longer, producing great wealth for their immediate families and for society in general."

A new report recommends tripling the federal government’s funding of health research to extend the productivity of an aging workforce.

The study found that the gains from a greater investment in biotechnology and medicine will offset the rising costs of programs like Medicare that must expand to meet the needs of baby boomers in their later years. Brigham Young University statistician Dennis Tolley crunched the numbers for the report published Tuesday in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. Tolley’s collaborators on the study include researchers at Duke University and the National Council of Spinal Cord Injury Association.

"Many people feel that the rapid increase in technology is one of the main reasons health care costs have increased," Tolley said. "Although none of us would like to return to the level of medicine practiced even 20 years ago, we are frustrated with the high cost of health care. This research shows that medical technology is also increasing the wealth of the nation."

The baby boomer generation is driving up the average age in the U.S., but the workforce is aging at an even faster rate as young people enter the workforce later in life. To maintain growth in a more competitive global economy, U.S. workers will need to remain productive well beyond the age of 65.

"One of the key deterrents to working past retirement age has been the health of the individual," Tolley said. "Technological advances are reducing this problem. As a result, seasoned, skilled, and technical individuals can now remain in the workforce longer, producing great wealth for their immediate families and for society in general."

"Many people feel that the rapid increase in technology is one of the main reasons health care costs have increased," Tolley said. "Although none of us would like to return to the level of medicine practiced even 20 years ago, we are frustrated with the high cost of health care. This research shows that medical technology is also increasing the wealth of the nation."

The baby boomer generation is driving up the average age in the U.S., but the workforce is aging at an even faster rate as young people enter the workforce later in life. To maintain growth in a more competitive global economy, U.S. workers will need to remain productive well beyond the age of 65.

"One of the key deterrents to working past retirement age has been the health of the individual," Tolley said. "Technological advances are reducing this problem. As a result, seasoned, skilled, and technical individuals can now remain in the workforce longer, producing great wealth for their immediate families and for society in general."

The avuncular Clark has never worried about going against the grain: At Yale, where he earned his undergraduate and graduate degrees, he chuckles that "I was known as the married Mormon football player." And when a faculty opening in 2000 gave him and his wife a chance to return to Utah, Clark says that "I think they were expecting to hire someone right out of grad school. But they went with a graybeard."

His colleagues say Clark is the tinder that has rekindled the university’s commitment to preparing physics teachers. And when the education department handed over its slot to the College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences, Clark called up Merrell and twisted his arm to apply.

Tolley, who is an actuary, fed economic and demographic data from prior national surveys and studies into a mathematical model to predict the state of the future U.S. economy. They found that the optimal level of research investment is 12.8 percent of gross domestic product, equal to $1.6 trillion yearly. Current funding for organizations such as the National Institutes of Health is about one-third of the optimum.

According to the authors, additional investments in research would yield discoveries that increase both life expectancy and the length of time workers remain active. The resulting economic boost would generate new tax revenue and savings in rate of increase in Medicare payments that will more than cover a doubling of the biomedical research at the National Institutes of Health and the National Science Foundation from 2009 to 2014.
Ross L. Spencer has accepted an appointment to serve as Chair of the BYU Physics & Astronomy Department effective July 1, 2007, with Harold Stokes serving as Associate Chair. Dr. Spencer replaces Scott D. Sommerfeldt who was recently named as the Dean of the College of Physical & Mathematical Sciences.

Dr. Spencer received his BS in Physics from Brigham Young University in 1974. He then attended the University of Wisconsin, Madison receiving both his MS (1976) and PhD (1979) degrees in Physics. After completing his PhD, Dr. Spencer was employed for 5 years by the Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico doing research in magnetic fusion energy. He joined the BYU Physics & Astronomy Department in 1984. He has been active in teaching and research throughout his career receiving the Karl G. Maeser Excellence in Teaching Award in 1997. His research is in the area of plasma physics and gas dynamics.

Dr. Spencer is married to the former Margo Eatough. They are the parents of five children and four grandchildren.

---

BRITTANI LUSK - Daily Herald

Monday, June 11, 2007

Brad Moser discovered he loved to teach while he was in South Africa serving as a missionary for The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.

"I just really enjoyed preparing lessons for people," Moser said.

Moser graduated from Brigham Young University in December, spent the rest of the school year in Provo waiting for his wife to graduate and will head to Missouri in the fall to take a job teaching high school physics.

Finding physics teachers at the high school level is no easy task, but in 2006, 16 students graduated from BYU with degrees in physics and teaching certificates. It's the largest group by far of potential physics teachers graduating from any college in the country.

One reason BYU's numbers may be high are that many of the physics teaching students have served missions, and, like Moser, have learned to love teaching.

Another reason is Duane Merrell. Merrell is an assistant teaching professor in the physics and astronomy department who works with the teaching students.

Dana Griffen, the associate dean of the College of Physical and Mathematical Science, said Merrell is dynamic, and that his teaching keeps students in the program.

"I think he does a lot of retain them and move them forward," Griffen said.

Robert Clark, a professor of physics and astronomy, mentions Merrell as well.

"We have a dynamite program that Duane Merrell runs that the students find very attractive," Clark said.

It also could be that BYU provides an environment where students who choose to teach are supported. Clark said BYU tries hard to remind students that teaching is an option with a physics degree. They are reminded when they enter the program and in physics classes afterward.

Clark said some students come in wanting to be teachers. Others decide later, but students can decide as late as their junior year and not lose any time.

Merrell said the junior year is when most students decide they want to teach.

Griffen said training teachers is important because most students must be exposed to science in high school to have an interest in the subject in college.

"To stay in competition with other countries we have got to have a generation of students and teachers who are science and math literate," Merrell said.

Moser agrees that students need a base in high school to find a love of science in college, and he plans to keep his classrooms dynamic.

"We don't just do Powerpoints and lectures," Moser said.
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